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New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.What happens when you dare to wish? In an effort to regain
her independence and break out of her shell, shy Eve Ward writes a daring wish list of all the things
she wants to do before her thirtieth birthday. It s a good thing the list is for her eyes only, because
some of the items are pretty risque. Adrenaline junkie Lucas Riley becomes Eve s victim in a kiss-astranger dare, and she thinks he s perfect for her one-night-with-a-stranger wish. With Eve, Lucas
thinks he s found the distraction he needs before he has to say goodbye to his bad boy image.
When he finds Eve s sexy wish list, he can t keep himself from giving into temptation and sneaking a
peek, and wish number eight is impossible for him to resist. Being good can wait. Eve is thrilled
when, out of the blue, Lucas offers to take her skydiving. Her sexy stranger has helped her tick so
many wishes off her secret list. Her confidence has grown and now she s having fun both in and
out...
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Reviews
The book is simple in read through better to fully grasp. It is rally exciting throgh looking at period of time. I discovered this publication from my i and dad
encouraged this book to find out.
-- Dr. Dillon Monahan
Comprehensive guide! Its this sort of very good go through. It generally is not going to price too much. Its been designed in an remarkably basic way which
is simply following i finished reading this pdf where really changed me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Prof. Jeremie Blanda DDS
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